
Content: Select from our amazing Games collection to
have the best Immersive Experience. 

Disclaimer: The content provided in this booklet is solely
used as a guide for your virtual reality experience. 
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DEAD AND BURIED 
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Dead and Buried is a frantic shooter for your

Oculus GO. Grab your six-shooter and fend off
hordes of ghouls in the Old Saloon or the Gold

Mines. When ready for a real challenge, compete
against other players in multiplayer Quickdraw

duels! The game is a portable version of the
Rift+Touch game of the same name.

Action, Arcade, Shooter

Take a dive into the adrenaline-pumping world of
wingsuit flying with RUSH. Soar down

mountainsides at breakneck speeds. Weave
through canyons, dodge outcrops, and plummet

down sheer drops as you race towards the finish
line.

RUSH
Action, Adventure, Exploration, Racing, Simulation

 



OVERTAKE: TRAFFIC RACING
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Enjoy the thrill of overtaking between cars!
Overtake: Traffic Racing provides different stages

from the world map. Use coins obtained through
playing to get more cars and upgrade your car.

Drive recklessly and be rewarded, unlike real life!

Racing, Simulation, Sports

A cross-platform 3D space combat MMORPG,
allowing thousands of players to interact as the

pilots of spaceships in a vast universe. Users may
build their characters in any direction they desire,

becoming rich captains of industry, military
heroes, or outlaws. A fast-paced, realtime

"twitch" style combat model gives intense action.

VENDETTA ONLINE VR
 
 

RPG, Shooter



REFLEX UNIT
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The year is 2035 and Tokyo has been overrun by an

unknown force. Communications with the rest of
Japan and the world are down. With the Tokyo

Police and Japan Self Defense Force (JSDF)
destroyed in the first few hours of the invasion, it is

up to you as the rookie pilot of an experimental
variable mech to fight back the invading forces

 
Action, Arcade, Shooter

Cloudlands includes a fantastical 18 hole course
with access to over 1000 user-created holes by

some of the world's leading VR minigolf designers.
Expect to be challenged by ball cannons, floating

bridges, spinning obstacles, and multi-island holes. If
you're tired of playing alone, challenge up to 3 other

friends in 4 player local multiplayer.

CLOUDLANDS: VR MINIGOLF  
Casual, Sports
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The time of war has come! Take the command and
use your strategic skills to defend the siege against
your fortifications. You can’t win only by defending
your Kingdom. Develop your economics, assemble

and upgrade your army to defeat the enemy
forces in a real Battle of Kings. 

BATTLE OF KINGS
Casual, Simulation, Strategy

 

VR Arena is a player
versus player virtual

reality online
multiplayer first-

person shooter. Use
your controller as
Weapon. Choose

between 5 different
Weapons. Prove

yourself in
deathmatch or team
deathmatch battle.

Play offline with
integrated Bots.

VR ARENA
Action, Shooter, Social



ANSHAR ONLINE 
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Anshar Online is an online multiplayer space
shooter. Team up with players and fight intense
coop battles in over 50 missions, contracts and

assaults, against ever more challenging
opponents. 

Action, Shooter

EARTH DEFENCE
PROGRAM: STARPATH

After enlisting to join the fight to counter the Union
of Colonies in their reign of terror, you and your
squad members are stuck in a sandstorm and
running out of time. Wayfarer in a fast-paced

Online FPS offering full body presence, free
movement, and an arsenal of 5 weapons 

Action, Shooter
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EPIC ROLLER COASTER

In Epic Roller Coasters you'll get the same feeling of
real roller coasters in places and situations that

probably you will never have in real-life! There are
so many possibilities: magic, the world of dinosaurs,

haunted houses and so many others!

Racing, Roller Coaster, Shooter

SHOOTING SHOWDOWN
Arcade, Racing

The Shooting Showdown franchise turned the
FPS genre on its head with groundbreaking

gyroscopic virtual reality and ultra-
competitive multiplayer. Simply move your

head to aim and tap the touchpad to shoot. 



TEMPLE RUN
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Single 
Player

Run, jump, dodge and slide your way through
interactive obstacles in an all new snowy

arctic world. Watch out for the Arctic Demon
Monkeys, who will do anything to stop you

from escaping with their precious idol! 

 
Action, Adventure

FRUIT SLASH
Arcade, Simulation, Sports

VR Basketball puts you in the shoes of a
neighborhood kid with dreams of being a top

shooting guard in the greatest basketball
leagues in the world. Compete against the

clock to get as many points as you can and try
to best the high score! Make sure you don't

miss the Fireball as it gives you extra points.



HORROR ASYLUM 
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Fight against zombies and use weapons or

tools to succeed the mysterious horror
hospital. Better be prepared for jump scares
and puzzles, the evil is resident in these halls!

 
Action, Adventure

PING PONG TABLE TENNIS
Arcade, Simulation, Sports

Ping pong table tennis game that will make you
feel beyond real! If you like to play pingpong or

tabletennis, this game is a great tennis
challenge for you. Improve your handles, enjoy

ping pong and have a sensational feeling of
playing table tennis 3D.
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SMASH THE BEATS 
Action, Arcade, Music

Smash The Beats is an energetic music game
that will surround you with music. Come face
to face with the beats. All you need to do is to

feel the music and smash incoming cubes
exactly with the beat.

ROBIN HOOD VR

Action, Arcade, Music

Train and fight with Robin Hood! Inspired by the
all-new feature film, join Robin as he defends

the people of Nottingham against the Sheriff’s
guards. Featuring arcade-style gallery shooter

gameplay, 
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FANCY BEATS

FancyBeats is a dynamic VR music game.
Gorgeous 3D effects, unique VR gameplay and
a strong sense of music rhythm, will allow you

to experience the rhythm of the dance
experience. 

Arcade, Casual, Exploration, Music, Music Video

BAIT: FISHING SIMULATOR
Funny, Sci-fi, Simulation, Realistic

Bored of waiting for a bite? Would you like to
catch some fish? You're lucky - in Ultimate

Fishing Simulator, fish bite like crazy! Spinning,
float fishing, ground fishing, and more! Now you

can feel it on your own by playing it on VR!



 MISSION ISS 

SEA HERO QUEST 
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Take a trip into orbit and experience life
onboard the International Space Station! In
this Emmy-nominated simulation, learn how
to move and work in zero-gravity using your

controllers. Dock a space capsule, take a
spacewalk, and let real NASA astronauts

guide you on the ISS 

Adventure, Exploration, Sports

Adventure, Exploration, Sports

Sea Hero Quest is a mobile game which
contributes to research on dementia. The

way in which players navigate the game will
help researchers to understand the mental

process of 3D navigation, which is one of the
first skills lost in dementia.



"PLAY WITH ME

VR BASKETBALL
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"Play With Me" is a project made by students
aiming to a total immersion in its scary

adventure. In this game you’ll only count on
your instinct to guide you trough this

nightmare, but do not ever try to defy him,
he’s the only one allowed to play with you.

Casual, Exploration, Horror, Puzzle

Arcade, Simulation, Sports

VR Basketball puts you in the shoes of a
neighborhood kid with dreams of being a top

shooting guard in the greatest basketball
leagues in the world. Compete against the clock

to get as many points as you can and try to
best the high score! Make sure you don't miss

the Fireball as it gives you extra points.



AMAZE: INTERACTIVE MOVIES

POLY RUNNER VR
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PolyRunner VR is an addictive, high-quality
experience that tests your skills against an

other-worldly, ever-changing landscape
rather than testing your ability to maintain

control of your stomach. 

Arcade, Racing

360 Experience (non-game), Movie

Be amazed by the best interactive VR movies
and more, only on AmazeVR. • INTERACTIVE VR

MOVIES: Take control of the story through
these 30- to 75-minute long experiences that

adapt to the choices you make.



POLARITY BALL

With gaze-controlled paddles, magnetic
walls, and a mono-pole ball, Polarity Ball is a
new kind of racquet sport possible ONLY in
VR! Practice alone, or compete against the

AI in Timed, "First to Finish", or "Endless" modes.
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Action, Casual, Sports

SUICIDE SQUAD: SPECIAL OPS

In this official Suicide Squad film game, you
have been selected to lead a special task

force comprised of highly dangerous
incarcerated Super Villains.

Action, Arcade, Shooter



HARDLIGHT  BLADE

Hardlight Blade is an arcade-style hack and
slash arena game. Use the controller like a

real sword to swing and cut through robotic
enemies. 
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Action, Casual, Sports

SISTERS: A VR GHOST STORY

Be careful where you look, because something or
someone doesn't want you here. Live the first
chapter of Otherworld Interactive’s Sisters,

designed for mobile VR. Played by over 3.5 million
people, Sisters is now available on Gear VR.

Experience the terror for yourself! 

Horror



SAMSUNG #BEFEARLESS 

This VR app is designed by Samsung to help
you overcome your fear of public speaking. In

Business Life, you’ll learn to speak
comfortably in five scenarios that are most
relevant to work life: job interview, business

lunch, team meeting, management
presentation, and job fair. 
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Simulation, Utility

FEARS NIGHTMARE
 ROLLERCOASTER

Tripod City Attack Coaster Ride Nightmare At
this nightmare the city was dominated by the
machines Enjoy this ride between explosions,

wired machines and especial effects. 

Horror, Roller Coaster, 



405 ROAD RAGE

405 Road Rage is a endless traffic racer
taking place on the world famous California

405 Freeway. Experience driving in traffic
like never before! Bump, side-swipe and and

ram your way through traffic in this ultra
realistic (cough) simulation of California

driving.
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Arcade, Casual, Racing

DORITOS VR BATTLE

Doritos VR Battle takes you to the caves
where the various flavours of Doritos are

mined. It is a dangerous job but it is well worth
the risk. Collect as much Doritos as you can

but beware that not everyone would like you
wander these caves

Action, Adventure, Arcade, Casual, Shooter



GUIDED MEDITATION

Meditation made simple & visual. Bring peace,
joy, and calm back into your daily life with

Guided Meditation VR™. 
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360 Experience (non-game),
Relaxation/Meditation, Travel

CURSED SANCTUM

Cursed Sanctum is a first person interactive
story experience from developer Arabian Art
Studios. You are Guunthar, son of Grom, on a

mission to discover and destroy the evil that has
been terrorizing the people of Hallund. Mystery

and danger await as you come face to face
with the horrors that lurk within the Cursed

Sanctum!

Adventure, Casual, Narrative



FACE YOUR FEARS 

Face Your Fears will scare you, creep you out, or
cause your jaw to drop in awe and amazement.
Some of these experiences are terrifying, some

fun and spooky, some are simply mysterious!
Robots and ghosts and femme fatales can all be

found within!
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Casual, Horror, Narrative

INVASION

**2017 Emmy Winning VR experience.** Featuring
the voice of Ethan Hawke, and created by the
director of Madagascar and the top rated VR

experiences Crow: the Legend and ASTEROIDS! 

360 Experience (non-game), Movie, Narrative



SPACE TIME

Space Time takes you to some of the strangest
and most beautiful places in the universe to

explore astrophysics and the nature of reality.
See how time bends as you approach the speed

of light, how space flows and curves, and
approach a black hole to discover it's deadly

mysteries. 
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Educational, Space/Universe

WONDERGLADE

Wonderglade magically teleports you to an
ever-growing theme park where you can enjoy
carnival-themed classic games and totally new

experiences with friends and family like never
before. 

Arcade, Casual, Puzzle



JURRASIC WORLD : BLUE

Dinosaurs have overtaken the turbulent Isla
Nublar, but the threat of a natural disaster

erupting looms eerily over the island. Follow Blue,
a highly intelligent Velociraptor, on her quest for

survival, using VR to experience her
extraordinary sensorial abilities
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Adventure, Dinosaurs, Movie

CONFLICT0: SHATTERED

35 years after the civil war, the last Sovereign
has finally been located. Your mission is simple:

infiltrate the base to locate the target and
eliminate it. The weapon of choice is a specially

modified old war robot. 

Action, Adventure, Shooter



TOMB RAIDER 

Become Lara Croft in Tomb Raider VR: Lara's
Escape, an interactive cinematic VR experience

based on the upcoming Tomb Raider movie
(March 2018). Pursued by Trinity soldiers, Lara

Croft's only means of escape is to descend into
an ancient tomb
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Action, Adventure, Casual, Exploration

STAR WARS

In Star Wars: Droid Repair Bay, Poe Dameron's
sidekick needs your help. Repair BB-8 and his

astromech droid friends, each with their own
unique personalities, so they can roll back into

the fight against the First Order. 

Adventure, Casual, Narrative, Simulation


